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Introduction
This website gives a whole new meaning to the command: "fire up the brass band!" The slobbering
whores featured here may not be as famous as Thelonious Monk, Tommy Dorsey or Al Jolson... but in
some ways one could argue they are just as talented when it comes to playing wind instruments!

Adult Review
On her knees as she gives her man a reach-around and starts working his cock like a trombone slide, every note she plays
with her lips pressed against the mouthpiece that is his asshole sounds sweeter than any dessert you can find in a Bourbon
Street cafe these days.
  
  The Meatmembers network continues to grow at a pace lauded by perverts everywhere.  New sites tumble out from under
every rock bringing light to the darkest depths of debauchery.  All the while their existing sites continue to update faster than
just about any other network on the market today.
  
  Take a look at the long list of Included Sites on the right side of this review. You get access to every single on of them and
more as soon as you sign up as a monthly network member. The nastier your sexual appetite the more things you will find on
the menu at Meatmembers that satisfy your cravings.
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  It may be sacrilege to play When the Saints come marching in on one of these rusty trombones, but your cock doesn't much
care about sacrament... and this network offers just about anything that has ever been on the top of your shlong's shopping
list!

Porn Summary
The next time your foot starts tapping along to the soundtrack in your head and your cock starts tingling.... remind yourself it
is not a medical condition, it's a normal and healthy desire to visit Rusty Trombones again!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sweet music, from your ass to their mouths!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 98 Interface: 90
Support: 92 Unique: 96    Taste: 87        Final: 89
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Ass to Mouth, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Oral, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 35
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